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Motivation

Augmenting functionality of search engines

Search engines do not help with ongoing, 
longterm information needs

Search engine result quality dependent on 
quality of query



QueryTracker

Submit query to search 
engine repeatedly over 
time

Disseminate docs that 
are new and relevant, or 
have relevant changes

Learn profile from user 
feedback

Generate queries to 
supplement pool of 
candidate documents
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User Profile and Filtering Options

TFIDF: vector + dissemination 
threshold

Learned from positive feedback
Disseminate if threshold exceeded, 
otherwise use decaying probability

Bayes:
Two classes — disseminate if closer 
to positive class
Requires both positive and negative 
feedback



Query Generation Method

Top 4 by TFIDF weight from profile

Previous study favored probabilistic approach
requires negative feedback, so we did not use it
pick terms based on Bayes conditional probabilities
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Change Detection

Must identify relevant changes in content

Profile (TFIDF or Bayes) is bag-of-words and 
therefore layout-insensitive

Using TF vector difference between versions



Change Detection (continued)

1.Compute the TF vector difference:                       
 

2.Separate insertions from deletions:

where

We currently use the insert vector only !
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Dissemination Criteria

Compute:
Search engine rank: Map rank to [0,1]
Similarity to original user query
Similarity to TFIDF profile (only if relevant feedback 
exists!)
Bayes classifier (only if both relevant and non-
relevant feedback exists!)

If any pass their threshold, then disseminate.



Experiment

10 distinct queries from 4 users
Submitted daily by QueryTracker to Google

Results rated relevant | non-relevant, or ignored
Ignored results considered unread, hence still 
new during following iteration
TFIDF profile built after first relevant feedback

Bayes profile built after at least one relevant and 
one non-relevant feedback



Feedback Form Screenshot



Data Collected

For each disseminated document:
Query used to retrieve: original or generated

Dissemination method: rank, query, tfidf, or nbc

For each combination of query type and 
dissemination method:

hits (RF) – relevant documents disseminated (found)
false pos. (NF) – non-rel. documents disseminated
false neg. (RM) – relevant documents missed
Note: False negatives are relative to other methods!



Performance metrics

Recall

Precision

Harmonic Mean
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Does Query Generation Help?

Overall, generated 
queries perform worse 
than original ones 
(esp. when original is 
well-focused)

But ... produced hits 
not found by original 
query

Counterexample: query #10

HM



Which Dissemination Method 
Works Best?

Comparable precision

Search rank is 
mediocre but 
consistent

TFIDF has low recall 
due to slow learning

Bayes is fastest, with 
best performance

Example (avg. over q. gen.):

HM



Conclusions

Query generation
Helps less focused queries

Requires significant feedback to become useful

Improves recall

Filtering/Dissemination
Rank is OK in the absence of feedback

TFIDF is slow-learning

Bayes works well but requires negative feedback

Working on Bayes-based query generation
Working on positive/negative TFIDF profile



You can use QueryTracker, too!

http://www.cs.colostate.edu/~somlo/QueryTracker/


